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90403 Nürnberg

Website: www.jazzstudio.de
E-Mail: jazz@jazzstudio.de
Telefon: +49 911 364297

Technische Ausstattung / Technical Equipment Jazz Studio

Two Guitar Amps:

- **Fender Twin Amp** (Pro-Tube-Series, Type PR 449, P/N 057110)
  with two 12" Speakers, 100 Watts (switch on backside from FULL to 1/4),
  two channels ("clean" and "dirty"), reverb-control on frontside: Reverb, Speed, Intensity, Presence
  (Some say it's a Twin, some say it's a Twin Reverb. In any case is NOT a "Red Knob Twin".)
  Description of this amp on YouTube: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qk8EaB7jRI8](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qk8EaB7jRI8)

- **Fender Hot Rod Deluxe**

Piano:

- **YAMAHA U3** (fairly new acoustic upright piano), tuned at the performance day. But not a grand piano
  because of the small band stand

Two Bass Amps:

- **Gallien Krueger 1001RB**
- **Polytone Baby-Brute / Baby Taurus**

Bass Speakers:

- **Ampeg SVT-410HE** 4x10"-Speaker-Cabinet

Bass Combo:

- **Markbass Mini CMD 121P LM3**

Drumset:

- **YAMAHA Recording Custom** (black colored), BD optionally 18" or 20", Floor Tom 14", Rack Toms
  10" and 12", Snare Drums Ludwig 14" and Pearl 14", inclusive all hardware and Cymbal Stands (also
  Boom Stands). Heads: White Remo Ambassador. **Please note: Cymbals are not provided !!!**

PA:

- Complete PA with various microphones (Shure sm58 and others) and 4-channel monitoring